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Wiley-Blackwell. Paperback. Condition: New. 257 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 5.9in. x 0.6in.This
book offers an integrative view on children and television from the accumulated global literature in
this field of the last 50 years, drawing on a diverse spectrum of research. combining both the
American and European traditions. Children and Television features an international approach,
balancing the need to contextualize television in childrens lives in their unique cultural spaces, as
well as searching for universal understandings that hold true for children around the world.
Presents an inclusive view on children and television, examining the accumulated global literature
in this field of the last 50 years Combines both the European tradition, characterized by a more
sociological and cultural studies perspective to the field, with the American tradition, influenced
heavily by the developmental psychological studies Draws together a methodological diversity
from both the quantitative (experimental and survey) and qualitative (ethnographic and interview)
research on children and television Written with a distinctively international approach, and
highlights the global perspective in each of the chapters. This item ships from multiple locations.
Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

Most of these publication is the perfect ebook accessible. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have got read through. You wont truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you request me).
-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin

It is easy in study safer to comprehend. It can be writter in basic phrases and never confusing. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once
you begin to read the book.
-- Emmitt Harber-- Emmitt Harber
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